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Abstract
We analyze the following general variant of deterministic “Hats” game. Several sages wearing
colored hats occupy the vertices of a graph, k-th sage can have hats of one of h(k) colors. Each
sage tries to guess the color of his own hat merely on the basis of observing the hats of his
neighbors without exchanging any information. A predetermined guessing strategy is winning if
it guarantees at least one correct individual guess for every assignment of colors.
For complete graphs and for cycles we solve the problem of describing functions h(k) for
which the sages win. We demonstrate here winning strategies for the sages on complete graphs,
and analyze the Hats game on almost complete graphs. We develop “theory of constructors”,
that is a collection of theorems demonstrating how one can construct new graphs for which the
sages win. We define also new game “Check by rook” which is equivalent to Hats game on 4-cycle
and give complete analysis of this game.
1 Introduction
The “Hats” game is an interesting mathematical puzzle attracting attention of many mathematicians
for many years. In the classical version of the problem there is a group of n > 2 players (sages) and
adversary, who puts a hat in one of n colors to the head of each sage. Each sage sees hats of all the
other sages, but does not see his own hat, and taking into account this information only, tries to guess
the color of hat put on him. The goal of the sages is to guarantee that at least one of them guesses
the color of hat correctly whatever the hats arrangement is. The players are allowed to discuss and
fix a strategy before the hat assignment. After this any communication is prohibited. When the
sages simultaneously say their guesses, winning condition would be checked (is it true, that at least
one of the sages guesses correctly). Question of this problem is “Can the sages guarantee winning?”
The answer to the above question is “Yes!”. It can be justified gracefully. Let us enumerate the
sages and identify colors of hats with remainders modulo n. Every sage sees every hat except his
own. Let “i”-th sage check the hypothesis that the sum of all colors, including his own, equals i
modulo n and say the corresponding remainder. It’s clear that the hypothesis of exactly one of the
sage is true, regardless of the hats arrangement. It means that this sage guesses correctly color of
his hat.
A natural generalization of this problem is a game in which every sage can see only some part of
the others. Formally, let the sages be located in vertices of some graph (“visibility graph”), the sage
i can see a color of the hat of the sage j iff there is an edge (i, j) in the graph. This generalization
was introduced in [3] and further was researched in a number of papers [5, 6, 10]. For example, the
connection of this “Hats” game with dynamical systems and coding theory was analyzed in [5]. In
his PhD thesis [4] M. Farnik define HG(G) as the maximal number of hat colors, for which the sages
can guarantee the winning. He got some estimations of HG(G) in terms of maximum degree of the
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graph and graph chromatic number. In [1] N.Alon et al. discovered HG(G) for some classes of graphs
using mostly probabilistic methods. The connection between HG(G) and other graph parameters
was considered by Bosek et al. [2].
W. Szczechla [10] got complicated result that in case of three colors the sages can win on cycles
with n vertices iff n is divisible by 3 or n = 4. Complete list of graphs where the sages win in case
of three colors, was given in [7].
In addition to the above, a lot of other variants of the “Hats” game were considered. For example,
36 variants of the game rules were described in M.Krzywkowski’s paper [8] alone, most of them are
probabilistic. Description of important results and applications of this game can be found in the
same paper.
In paper [7] authors explain how to reduce the problem of finding winning strategies for the
sages on graphs (generally speaking this problem is very cumbersome) to SAT (Boolean satisfiability
problem). It allows to research a winning on small graphs with computer effectively enough.
In this paper we consider a modification of the classical deterministic game on a graph, in which
the sages have different number of possible hat colors. This modification is not only of interest in
itself but allows to find simpler strategies in classical game, where the number of colors is constant.
This text is combined from papers [12] and [13].
Let introduce the following notation.
• G = 〈V,E〉 is a visibility graph, i. e. graph, in vertices of which the sages are located. We often
identify the sages and the graph vertices.
• h : V → N is a hat function, or “hatness” for short, h(v) is a number of possible colors for the
hat of sage v. For sage A ∈ V let hatness of sage A be the value of h(A). We assume that the list
of colors using in this game is known in advance, and color of the hat, that sage A gets, is one of
the first h(A) colors in this list. We often identify the set of possible hat colors of sage A with set of
residues modulo h(A).
Definition. The “Hats” game is the pair HG = 〈G, h〉, where G is a visibility graph, and h is a hat
function. The sages are located in the vertices of visibility graph G and take part in a test. Before
the test the sages should determine a public deterministic strategy. During the test every sage v
gets hat of one of h(v) colors. The sages try to guess color of their own hats according the strategy
and if for each hats arrangement at least one of them guesses correctly, we say that the sages win,
or that the game is winning. The graph in this case is called winning too, keeping in mind that this
property depends also on the hat function. We call the games, in which the sages have no winning
strategies, losing.
Game HG1 = 〈G1, h1〉 is a subgame of game HG = 〈G, h〉, if G1 is a subgraph of graph G and
h1 = h
∣∣∣
V (G1)
.
When the adversary puts hats on the heads of all sages, i. e. assigns a possible hat color to every
sage, we obtain hats arrangement. Formally, every hats arrangement is a function ϕ : V (G) → Z,
where 0 6 ϕ(v) 6 h(v)− 1 for all v ∈ V (G).
We use standard notations of graph theory: Cn is an n-vertex cycle graph, Pn is an n-vertex path,
Pn(AB) is an n-vertex path with ends A and B, Kn is a complete graph with n vertices, N(v) or
NG(v) is a set of neighbors of vertex v in graph G.
Denote by GA the graph, in which one of vertices is A. We use this notation, when we need to
emphasize that graphs under consideration share common vertex A.
By 〈G, k〉 we denote the game on graph G with constant hat function that is equal to k. For
example, in these terms, the classical game described in the first paragraph is 〈Kn, n〉.
A strategy of the sage in vertex A is a function fA that puts into correspondence to each hats
arrangement on N(A) possible color of sage A’s hat (i.e. an integer from 0 to h(A)− 1). Collective
strategy of the sages is just the set {fA | A ∈ V (G)}.
In the second chapter we consider “Hats” game on complete and “almost complete” graphs. The
main result here is cute theorem 2.1.
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In the third chapter we develop “Theory of constructors”, the set of theorems that allow creating
new winning graphs from ones we have.
In the fourth chapter we develop new elegant approach to “Hats” game. We describe new game
“Check by rook” that is in fact equivalent to the “Hats” game on 4-cycle. It expands arsenal of
combinatorial tools for constructing strategies. We present complete research of game “Check by
rook” and discuss some of its variations.
In the fifth graph we give analysis of “Hats” game on cycles with an arbitrary hat functions.
2 “Hats” game on complete and almost complete graphs
2.1 Game on complete graphs
In this chapter we describe the game on a complete graph with vertices A1, A2, . . . , An and arbitrary
hat function h. Let ai = h(Ai). The following theorem completely solves the question “for which hat
functions on a complete graph the sages win?”
Theorem 2.1. Let hatnesses of n sages, who located in vertices of complete graph, be a1, a2, . . . ,
an. Then the sages win iff
1
a1
+
1
a2
+ . . .+
1
an
> 1. (1)
Proof. The necessity of condition (1) is obvious: for each strategy of the sages i-th sage guesses cor-
rectly exactly on 1
ai
of all hats arrangements, so if the sum is less than 1, there exists an arrangement,
for which nobody guesses correctly.
We give two proofs of the sufficiency of condition (1). The first one uses Hall’s marriage theorem
and the second one presents the strategy, that generalizes arithmetic strategy for the classical game.
Proof 1. Prove that if the sum is greater than or equal to 1, then the sages win. We prove the
existence of a winning strategy using Hall’s marriage theorem.
For each sage i split the set of all hats arrangements into subsets of ai elements each in the
following way. Delete color ci of i-th sage from each hats arrangement and for the remaining set
c = (c1, . . . , ci−1, c¯i, ci+1, . . . , cn) (symbol “bar” means that this color is omitted) let
Aic = {(c1, . . . , ci−1, `, ci+1, . . . , cn) | 0 6 ` 6 ai − 1}.
Set Aic consists of “potentially possible” hats arrangements from the point of view of i-th sage: when
he sees that colors of the other sages form set c and mentally appends all possible colors ` of his own
hat. Since we are going to apply Hall’s theorem, we will say thet the sets Aic are “women” and hats
arrangements themselves are “men”. Man s and woman Aic know each other if hats arrangement s
is an element of set Aic. Every man knows n women, and for each i every man knows exactly one
woman of type Aic. Every woman Aic knows exactly ai men.
Prove that there exists a matching sending each man to a woman. For this it is sufficient to check
the theorem condition, that every m men know together at least m women. Consider an arbitrary
set of m men. Since for each i woman Aic knows exactly ai men, then for each i m men know in
total at least m
ai
women. Summing over i, obtain that the total number of women, which are familiar
with these m men, is at least
m
a1
+
m
a2
+ . . .+
m
an
> m.
So Hall’s theorem condition holds.
Thus, there exists a matching that puts into correspondence to every hats arrangement a set of
kind Aic. Note that if the equality
1
a1
+ 1
a2
+ . . . + 1
an
= 1 holds, this matching in fact selects one
element in each set Aic. Otherwise, if the inequality
1
a1
+ 1
a2
+ . . .+ 1
an
> 1 holds, then “there will be
lonely women”, i. e. no elements are selected in some sets Aic.
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The constructed matching allows to define sages’ strategy. Let j-th sage act by the rule: looking
at hats of the other sages, i. e. at the set of colors
c = (c1, . . . , cj−1, cj+1, . . . , cn),
he reconstructs the set Ajc, which in fact consists of all possible ways to supplement set c to the
hats arrangement on the whole graph. The sage must say the color that is marked in set Ajc by our
matching (if there is no marked element, he says color arbitrarily). Since each hats arrangement is
mapped by our matching to the selected element of one of sets Aic, for this hats arrangement i-th
sage will guess correctly his own color.
Proof 2. Let N = LCM(a1, a2, . . . , an) (least common multiple). For k from 1 to n let dk = N/ak.
We identify the set of all possible hat colors of k-th sage and the set of remainders {dk, 2dk, . . . , akdk}
modulo N . Now describe the winning strategy of the sages. Let k-th sage get hat of color xkdk,
where xk ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ak} (1 6 k 6 n). Let
S = x1d1 + x2d2 + . . .+ xndn (mod N).
Each sage looking around can write all the summands of this sum except his own one. Making an
assumption about the value of the sum, he can calculate the color of his own hat. Let the first sage
check hypothesis S ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d1}; the second sage check hypothesis S ∈ {d1 +1, d1 +2, . . . , d1 +d2}
and so on, the n-th sage check hypothesis S ∈ {d1 +d2 + . . .+dn−1 + 1, . . . , d1 +d2 + . . .+dn−1 +dn}.
The hypothesis of k-th sage concerns dk consecutive remainders, exactly one among them is divisible
by dk. This remainder determines the color of hat that the k-th sage should say.
Note that inequality d1 + d2 + . . .+ dn−1 + dn > N holds by definition of numbers dk and by the
reasoning of inequality (1). It means that in the strategy above the hypotheses cover all remainders
modulo N . So the sages win.
Definition. The strategy of the sages is called precise if for each hats arrangement exactly one sage
guesses correctly.
Corollary 2.1.1. Precise strategies exist iff the visibility graph is a complete graph and the hat
function satisfies equality
1
a1
+
1
a2
+ . . .+
1
an
= 1. (2)
Proof. Let the sages act according some strategy. If the graph contains two non-adjacent vertices
A and B, then put arbitrary hats to all sages except A and B. Now the answers of A and B are
determined by the strategy. Give them hats for which their guesses are correct. On the obtained
hats arrangement A, B and, possibly, somebody else guess correctly. Therefore, the strategy is not
precise. The fact that the existing of precise strategy on complete graph is equivalent to equality (2)
follows from the proof of theorem 2.1.
2.2 Game on almost complete graphs
Definition. An almost complete graph is a complete graph with one edge removed. And an almost
clique is an almost complete subgraph of some graph.
Corollary 2.1.2. Let G be an almost complete graph obtained from complete graph Kn with vertices
A1, A2, . . . , An by removing edge An−1An. Let i-th sage get hat of one of ai colors. If graph G is
winning, then
1
a1
+
1
a2
+ . . .+
1
an
− 1
an−1an
> 1. (3)
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Proof. The fraction of total number of the arrangements, for which An−1 or An guesses correctly, is
equal to
1
an−1
+
1
an
− 1
an−1an
.
Indeed, fix hat colors for sages A1, . . . , An−2. Then answers of sages An−1 and An are determined by
the strategy. It is not difficult to see that there are exactly an−1 + an − 1 hats arrangements, among
an−1an possible arrangements for sages An−1 and An, where either An−1 or An (maybe both) guesses
correctly. As for the other sages, each sage Ak guesses correctly on 1ak fraction of all arrangements. So
if inequality (3) does not hold, there exists a hats arrangement, where nobody guesses correctly.
We call the game on almost complete graph almost precise, if inequality (3) turns into equality
and the sages win. In the almost precise game two sages (An−1 and An) guess their colors correctly
on 1
an−1an
fraction of all arrangements, and for all other arrangements only one of the sages guesses.
We give one necessary condition for the game to be an almost precise game.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a complete graph with n vertices A1, A2, . . . , An, in which edge An−1An
has been removed, and h(Ai) = ai, i = 1, . . . , n. Let the game be almost precise, i. e. the following
equality holds
1
a1
+
1
a2
+ . . .+
1
an
− 1
an−1an
= 1. (4)
Then a1a2 · · · an−2 is divisible by an−1an.
Proof. The summands 1
a1
, . . . , 1
an−2
have clear probabilistic interpretation: 1
ai
is a fraction of hats
arrangements for which sage Ai guesses.
Let X be the set of hats arrangements for the first n − 2 sages, i. e., in other words, X is the
collection of sets of n−2 colors, where the first color is a possible hat color of sage A1, the second color
is a possible hat color of sage A2 and so on, the (n− 2)-th color is a possible hat color of sage An−2.
Let α = a1a2 · · · an−2, then |X| = α. Split set X onto subsets Li (i = 1, 2, . . . , an−1) such that if
sage An−1 sees on his neighbors a set of colors from Li, then he says color i. Define sets Rj (j = 1, 2,
. . . , an) for sage An similarly. Let Lk be the set Li of minimum cardinality, |Lk| = M 6 αan−1 . Now
consider sets Rj \ Lk (j = 1, 2, . . . , an). These sets contain α −M elements in total, so if Rm \ Lk
is the set of minimum cardinality, then |Rm \ Lk| 6 α−Man . Therefore,
|Lk ∪Rm| = |Lk|+ |Rm \ Lk| 6M + α−M
an
=
α
an
+M
(
1− 1
an
)
6 α
an
+
α
an−1
(
1− 1
an
)
= (5)
= α
(
1
an−1
+
1
an
− 1
an−1an
)
= α
(
1−
n−2∑
i=1
1
ai
)
= α− α
a1
− . . .− α
an−2
.
Thus, if sage An−1 has hat of color k, and sage An has hat of color m, and the remaining sages have
colors of hats arrangement from the set X \ (Lk ∪Rm), then somebody of sages A1, A2, . . .An−2 will
guess correctly. The number of hat placements, for which this event happens, equals the fraction
ρ = 1
a1
+ 1
a2
+ . . .+ 1
an−2
of total number of arrangements. But as we know, ρ bounds from above the
number of arrangements, for which sages A1, A2, . . .An−2 win. Therefore, both inequalities (5) must
turn into equalities. Then |Lk| = αan−1 (and generally |Li| = αan−1 for all i), and |Rm\Lk| = αan− αan−1an .
Analogously |Rj| = αan . Therefore |Rm ∩ Lk| = αan−1an , and α is divisible by an−1an.
Corollary 2.2.1. Inequality (3) is not sufficient for the sages to win on almost complete graphs.
For n = 4 almost complete graph with hat function a1 = 3, a2 = 6, a3 = 3, a4 = 4 (edge A3A4 is
removed) is losing, though it satisfies inequality (3) and equality (4).
It immediately follows from theorem 2.2 because a1a2 is not divisible by a3a4 here.
Now consider two cases when the conditions of theorem 2.2 are not sufficient.
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Lemma 2.3. Let G be almost complete graph on vertices A1, . . . , An, n > 4, edge An−1An is absent.
Let hat function h satisfy the equality (4). Then
1) if h(A1) = 2, the sages lose.
2) if h(A1) = 3, h(An) = 2, the sages lose.
Proof. Let the sages fix some strategy. 1) Let the adversary give to sages A2, . . . , An−2 an arbitrary
collection of hats. Determine, what color sage An−1 says according to his strategy when A1’s hat
color is 0, and give to An−1 a hat of this color. Analogously determine, what color sage An says
according to his strategy when A1’s hat color is 1 and give to An−1 a hat of this color. Thus, we
give the hats to all the sages except A1, so the guess of the sage A1 is now determined, and we can
give him a hat such that he will guess correctly. We obtain that two sages that see each other guess
correctly. But in almost precise games it is impossible.
2) Let the adversary give to the sages A2, . . . , An−2 an arbitrary collection of hats. There are
hats of three colors for sage A1, consider the guess of An according the strategy for each of these
three colors. For two of the cases sage An says the same color, give him the hat of this color. If in the
third case An says another color, we look what color An−1 says in this case and give to An−1 the hat
of this color (so he will guess). Otherwise, give to An−1 an arbitrary hat. Thus, for each assignment
of A1’s hat color one of the sages An−1, An will guess. But now the answer of A1 according to the
strategy is determined, and we can give to A1 a hat such that he will guess correctly, too. So two
sages that see each other guess correctly. It is impossible.
For example, the sages lose on almost complete graph on 4 vertices A1, A2, A3, A4 (edge A3A4 is
absent), where h(A1) = 2, h(A2) = 10, h(A3) = 4, h(A4) = 5.
Finally, we demonstrate an example, where the equality (4) holds and almost precise game is
possible.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be an almost complete graph on 4 vertices A, B, C, D, in which edge CD has
been removed. Let h(A) = 6, h(B) = 6, h(C) = 2, h(D) = 3. Then the sages win.
Proof. We interpret hat colors of sages A and B as residues modulo 6, color of C as residue modulo 2,
color of D as residue modulo 3. Denote hat colors of sages A and B by a and b. Let sage C say
color c = (a + b) mod 2, sage D say color d = (a + b) mod 3. If sages C and D have not guessed
correctly, the equality a + b = c + 1 mod 2 holds and also one of the following equalities holds:
a + b = d + 1 mod 3 or a + b = d + 2 mod 3. Then let A compute his own color assuming that
a+b = c+1 mod 2 and a+b = d+1 mod 3, and B compute his color assuming that a+b = c+1 mod 2
and a+ b = d+ 2 mod 3.
This result can also be obtained by using constructor of theorem 3.5.
2.3 Maximum number of hats
We present a funny corollary of theorem 2.1. Consider the question: what maximum number of hats
can be given to a sage in a winning graph on n vertices? For the question to be sapid we require
that the hat function makes the graph simple, i. e. for each its subgraph the sages do not win on this
subgraph. Obviously, it is sufficient to find the maximum number for complete graphs.
So the question is equivalent to the following number-theoretical combinatorial question. For
given n find max(a1, a2, . . . , an), where positive integers ai satisfy the relation (1). The answer on
the latter question is known, this maximum is determined by Sylvester’s sequence (sn):
s0 = 2, sn = 1 +
n−1∏
i=0
si.
namely, max(a1, a2, . . . , an) = sn − 1. The proof can be found in [9].
Sylvester’s sequence grows very quickly, for example, s8 is 27-digit number. Thus, if 8 sages are
going to win in the “Hats” game on the complete graph we can give to one of the sages 27-digit number
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of hats! In recreational mathematics the strings “number 8” and “large numbers” are associated with
the story about chess game inventor, who asked to award him with 264−1 wheat grains. The number
264 − 1 has “only” 21 digits. It’s fair to say that both sequences grow as C2n .
3 Constructors
In this section we describe several constructors. Each constructor is a theorem that provides us a
tool which allows to construct new winning games by combining several graphs in a new graph.
3.1 Product
3.1.1 Constructor “Product”
Definition. Let A ∈ V (G). We say that a winning graph satisfies the maximum condition in
vertex A if increasing the hatness of vertex A by 1 makes the graph losing.
Let G1 = 〈V1, E1〉, G2 = 〈V2, E2〉 be two graphs sharing common vertex A. We call a sum of
graphs G1, G2 with respect to vertex A the graph 〈V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2〉. We denote the sum by G1 +A G2.
Let HG1 = 〈G1, h1〉, HG2 = 〈G2, h2〉 be two games such that V1 ∩ V2 = {A}. The game HG =
〈G1 +A G2, h〉, where h(v) equals hi(v) for v ∈ V (Gi)\{A} and h(A) = h1(A) ·h2(A) (fig. 1), is called
a product of games HG1, HG2 with respect to vertex A. We denote the product by HG1×AHG2.
In such constructions it is convenient to define the color of vertex A as a pair (c1, c2), where
0 6 c1 6 h1(A)− 1, 0 6 c2 6 h2(A)− 1. We say that A has composite color in this case.
Theorem 3.1 (on game products). Let HG1 = 〈GA1 , h1〉 and HG2 = 〈GA2 , h2〉 be two games such
that V (G1) ∩ V (G2) = {A}. If the sages win in games HG1 and HG2, then they win also in game
HG = HG1×AHG2.
× =
h1(A)
A
h2(A)
A
h1(A) · h2(A)
A
Figure 1: Product of games.
Proof. Let the hat of sage A have composite color (c1, c2), where ci is the hat color of A in game HGi.
Fix winning strategies for games G1 and G2 and construct strategy for game HG1×AHG2. Let all
sages in graph Gi \ {A} play by the winning strategy for game HGi (the neighbors of A in Gi look
only at the component ci of A’s composite color). As to sage A, he plays by both strategies giving
composite answer (c1, c2); answer ci (i = 1, 2) corresponds to his winning strategy for game HGi (for
computing this answer sage A looks only on his neighbors in graph Gi).
The presented strategy is winning because either somebody from G1 \ {A} or from G2 \ {A}
will guess correctly, or A will guess correctly both components of his color.
Corollary 3.1.1. Let graph G be a tree. The sages win in game 〈G, h〉, where h(v) = 2deg(v).
Proof. The sages win in classical game 〈P2, 2〉. When we multiply |E(G)| instances of this game, we
get the required result.
Corollary 3.1.1 was proved in paper [2, theorem 11] by induction.
We will use the following notation for the hat function, which has constant value on the whole
graph except for several vertices. Let A, B, C be some vertices of the graph. Notation hA2B2C34
represent hat function for which h(A) = 2, h(B) = 2, h(C) = 3 (it is written in the superscript) and
h(V ) = 4 for all other v ∈ V (G) (subscript).
Next corollary is the important special case of the previous one.
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Corollary 3.1.2. The sages win in game 〈Pn(AB), hA2B24 〉.
By the way, this corollary together with theorem 3.1 is strong analog of lemma “about hint
pushing” from paper [7, lemma 10]. Namely, if we consider hatness 2 of vertex A as a hint, which
bounds the number of colors for sage A (there should be 4 colors, but we simplify the game for this
sage), then we can “push” this hatness 2 along path AB, where all other sages have hatness 4. As a
result, we get that in graph G1 +A Pn(AB) this hatness 2 “moves” from vertex A to vertex B.
3.1.2 Non-maximality of products
Theorem 3.1 shows, that when we stick together two winning graphs G1 and G2 by vertex A, we can
greatly increase the hatness of vertex A, so that as a result we still get the winning graph. It’s natural
to assume, that initial games were simple. In the following example we can even more increase the
hatness of A keeping the graph winning. It works even in the case when both graphs Gi satisfied the
maximum condition in vertex A (and in all other vertices, too).
Let graphs G1 and G2 be complete graphs with 5 vertices and hatnesses 4, 5, 5, 5, 6. These
graphs are winning by theorem 2.1. Inequality (1) breaks while increase hatness of any vertex, so
these graphs satisfy the maximum condition in all vertices. Let A be the vertex with hatness 6 in
both graphs. Let HG37 = 〈G1 +A G2, h〉, where h for all vertices except A has the same values as in
the initial graphs, and h(A) = 37 = 6 · 6 + 1 (fig. 2).
Theorem 3.2. The sages win in game HG37.
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Figure 2: Game HG37 “Big bow”.
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Figure 3: Game “Medium bow”.
Proof. Consider residues modulo 740 = 4 · 5 · 37. If the sage hatness equals k define his possible hat
colors as residues modulo 740 divisible by 740
k
. Consider a hats arrangement. Denote by S1 and S2
the sums of residues-colors in the left and the right 5-cliques. Let the sage of hatness 4 in the left
clique assumes that the color of his hat is such that S1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 185}. Possible colors of his hat
are 740
4
= 185, 185 · 2, 185 · 3 and 185 · 4 ≡ 0. For only one of these residues sum S1 belong to the set
{1, 2, . . . , 185} and the sage says the color, corresponding to this residue.
Similarly the three sages with hatness 5 in the left clique check the hypotheses S1 ∈ {186, . . . 333},
S1 ∈ {334, . . . 481}, S1 ∈ {482, . . . 629} correspondingly (each of these sets contains 148 = 7405
numbers). The remaining hats arrangements (for which S1 ∈ {630, . . . , 740}) are left to sage A,
his hatness equals 37, his colors are residues divisible by 20. Therefore, sage A has a choice of
d(740− 630 + 1)/20e = 6 consecutive colors. The right sages acts similarly, but working with S2. So
sage A has also a choice of 6 consecutive colors for S2-hypothesis.
Let us describe details of sage A’s strategy. Let the sages of left and right cliques use different
rules for converting the color of sage A into a residue. The colors of sage A are in fact residues
modulo 37, but we consider them as residues modulo 740 which are divisible by 20. Let the sages
on the left clique convert a color 20x mod 740 to a residue x mod 37. Let in the same moment the
sages on the right clique convert a color 20x mod 740 to a residue 6x mod 37. (The map x 7→ 6x is
a bijection on the set of residues modulo 37.)
As it is easy to see, any two sets of residues modulo 37 of the form {x, x + 1, . . . , x + 5} and
{6y, 6y+6, . . . , 6y+30} intersect in at most one element. Then A says the intersection color of these
sets (or says an arbitrary color if the intersection is empty). Thus, for any S1 and S2 either A guesses
both sums, or somebody on the right or on the left clique guesses.
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It can be proven analogously that the sages win on graph “Medium bow”, fig. 3. This fact disproves
the hypotheses 4 and 6 from [2].
3.2 Substitution
The following constructor removes a vertex of graph G1 and put graph G2 on its place.
Definition. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs without common vertices. By the substitution of graph G2
to graph G1 on the place of vertex v we call the graph (G1 \ {v}) ∪ G2 with adding all the edges
that connect each vertex of G2 with each neighbor of v, see fig. 4. We denote the substitution by
G1[v := G2].
v
−→
v :=
Figure 4: A substitution.
Theorem 3.3. Let the sages win in games HG1 = 〈G1, h1〉 and HG2 = 〈G2, h2〉. Let G be the graph
of substitution G1[v := G2], where v ∈ G1 is an arbitrary vertex. Then game HG = 〈G, h〉 is winning,
where
h(u) =
{
h1(u) u ∈ G1
h2(u) · h1(v) u ∈ G2
Proof. Let f1 and f2 be winning strategies in games HG1 and HG2 correspondingly.
Let each sage u of subgraph G2 of G get hat of composite color (c1, c2), where 0 6 c1 6 h1(v)−1,
0 6 c2 6 h2(u) − 1. These sages can compute coordinates of their composite colors independently:
sage v finds color c1 using strategy f1(v), and color c2 using strategy f2(v). In particular, it means
that all sages from subgraph G2 say composite colors, that have the same first component.
As for the other sages from G, those of them, who are not the neighbors of v, play by the
strategy f1. The sages from G1, who are the neighbors of sage v, found out after the substitution
that instead of one neighbor v they had now |V2| neighbors (and, generally speaking, with different
hat colors). These sages should act as follows. They see all the hats on subgraph G2 and know
the strategies of sages on that subgraph. Therefore, they understand, who wins in the game on
subgraph G2 (i. e. who guesses the second coordinate of his color), denote this player by w (if there
are several winners, they choose, for example, the first winner in the list of all sages, drawn up
before). After that each former neighbor of v looks only at w, precisely, on the first component of
w’s color, and plays according the strategy f1.
As a result, either somebody from subgraph G1 \ {v} guesses correctly, or w guesses correctly
both components of his color.
Corollary 3.3.1. The sages win in the games shown in fig. 5.
Proof. Apply theorem 3.3 to games HG1 = 〈P2, 2〉 and HG2 = 〈Pn(AB), hA2B24 〉.
Note, that winning of sages on the first graph (fig. 5) is provided also by theorem 2.1.
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Figure 5: Substitution of game 〈Pn(AB), hA2B24 〉 to game 〈P2, 2〉.
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3.3 Vertices attaching
The following theorems-constructors allow us to construct new winning or losing graphs by attaching
one or two new vertices to the given graph.
3.3.1 Attaching vertex of hatness 2
Theorem 3.4. Let 〈G, h〉 be a winning game and B,C ∈ V (G). Then the sages win in game 〈G′, h′〉,
where G′ is the graph obtained from graph G by adding vertex A and edges AB, AC (fig. 6) and hat
function is given by formula
h′(v) =

2, if v = A,
h(v) + 1, if v = B or C,
h(v), else.
h(B)
h(C)
h(B) + 1
h(C) + 1
2
A
Figure 6: Attaching a vertex of hatness 2.
Proof. Describe the winning strategy. After attaching of new vertex sages B and C have one new
possible color. Let sage A say “1” if he sees at least one hat of the new color on sages B and C, and
in the opposite case let A say “0”. If sages B and C see hat of color 0 on A, then let they both say
the new color. Therefore, if A’s color is 0, one of the sages A, B and C win. If A’s color is 1, then
B and C must care about the arrangements, where both of them have no hats of the new color, and
simply play by their strategies on graph G.
Corollary 3.4.1. Let graph G be cycle Cn (n > 4), and let B, A and C be three consequent vertices
of the cycle. Then the sages win in the game 〈G, hB3A2C34 〉.
Proof. By corollary 3.1.2 the sages win on graph Pn−1(CB) with hatnesses 2, 4, . . . , 4, 2. Attaching
vertex A to this graph by constructor 3.4 gives a winning graph.
This corollary strengthens lemma “on the hint A−1 for cycle” [7, lemma 9] without any technical
calculations.
The following constructor shows that if in theorem 3.4 vertices B and C are adjacent, then the
numbers of colors for these vertices can be greatly increased.
Theorem 3.5. Let 〈G, h〉 be a game, in which sages win, let BC be an edge of graph G. Consider
graph G′ = 〈V ′, E ′〉 obtained by adding new vertex A and two new edges to graph G: V ′ = V ∪ {A},
E ′ = E ∪ {AB,AC}. Then the sages win in the game 〈G′, h′〉 (see fig. 7), where
h′(v) =

2, if v = A
2h(v), if v = B or v = C
h(v), else
Proof. Let sages B and C have composite colors (c, ), where c is a possible hat color in the game
〈G, h〉,  ∈ {0, 1}. Let sage A say color c(A) = B + C (mod 2). Let sages B and C look at colors of
their neighbors in graph G, calculate the colors c(B), c(C) by their winning strategy in game 〈G, h〉
and take these colors as the first coordinates of their composite colors. Looking at sage A’s hat, and
also at hats of each other, sages B and C can compute values B and C for which A does not guess
correctly, they take these bits as second components.
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h(B)
h(C)
h(B)× 2
h(C)× 2
2
A
Figure 7: Attach a vertex of hatness 2 to edge BC.
Attaching edge BA with leaf A of hatness 2 to vertex B of graph G can be interpreted as the
product of game on graph G and classical game 〈P2(AB), 2〉. If the game on graph G was winning,
then by the theorem on product, we can double hatness of vertex B in construction of winning game
G+
B
BA. In the following constructor we attach the edge to a losing game, change the hatness of
vertex B to 2h(B)− 1, and as a result we get a losing game.
Theorem 3.6. Let HG = 〈G, h〉 be a loosing game, B be an arbitrary vertex of graph G. Consider
graph G′ = 〈V ′, E ′〉 obtained by attaching new pendant vertex A to graph G: V ′ = V ∪ {A}, E ′ =
E∪{AB}. Then the sages loose in game 〈G′, h′〉, where h(A) = 2, h′(B) = 2h(B)−1 and h′(u) = h(u)
for other vertices u ∈ V .
Proof. Let the sages fix strategy f on graph G′. Construct a losing hats arrangement for this strategy.
For each of 2h(B) − 1 possible colors of B’s hat sage A has one (of 2 possible) answers according
to his strategy. He says one of these two colors less often, namely, at most h(B)− 1 times. Let the
adversary give to sage A the hat of this “rare” color. Then the strategy of sage B in game HG is now
completely determined. Let the adversary use for sage B only hats of those h(B) colors, for which
A does not guess correctly. Under this restriction the adversary nevertheless can construct a losing
hats arrangement on G since the game HG is losing. So the adversary can construct the loosing hats
arrangement on graph G′.
It is possible to attach new vertex A of hatness 2 simultaneously to several vertices of a losing
graph. If we greatly increase hatnesses of these vertices, it cancels a possible advantage of the new
vertex appearance and graph remains losing. In the following theorem we consider the case of two
vertices.
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a loosing graph with vertices B and C and h(B) = h(C) = 2. Attach to
the graph new vertex A, which is connected with B and C only. Then the sages lose on the obtained
graph, if we define new hat function as h(A) = 2, h(B) = 3, h(C) = 7, and for other vertices the hat
function is the same as in G.
Proof. Let the sages fix some strategy on the new graph. The strategy of sage A can be given as 3×7
table: the rows correspond to the hat colors of sage B, the columns correspond to the hat colors of
sage A, and the table entry (0 or 1) is the number that sage A says, when he sees the corresponding
B’s and C’s hat colors.
Each column of the table contains one of the symbols, 0 or 1, two times. Mark in each column
two cells that contain the symbol repeated at least twice in this column. (If the symbol repeats in
all the cells of column, mark any two of them.) The marked cells can be located either in the first
and the second rows, or in the first and the third, or in the second and in the third. Since there are
7 columns, by the pigeonhole principle there exist two rows, in which the marked cells occupy three
columns. Marked cells of one column contain either two zeroes or two ones, therefore, it is possible
to choose two columns containing the same numbers in the marked cells.
Thus, we have chosen two rows (for specificity, i-th and j-th) and two columns (for specificity,
k-th and `-th), which intersect in 4 cells containing the same number, for specificity, it is 0. Now
construct a disproving hats arrangement on the new graph. First, give hat of color 1 to sage A.
Then for sage B we will choose between hats of i-th or j-th color, and to sage C between hats
of k-th or `-th color. In this approach sage A will say “0” and guess his color incorrectly. To assign
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colors to sages B and C, and also to the others, consider the game on graph G: since we have
fixed the color of sage A, the strategies of the other sages on graph G is uniquely determined. The
restrictions for hat colors of B and C allow us to think that h(B) = h(C) = 2. Since graph G is
losing for this hat function, we will successfully find a disproving hats arrangement on it.
This proof is based on Ramsey theory ideas, so the statement can be generalized to the case of
large number of new vertices and those vertices, to which they are attached, but, apparently, such
constructions give us too high bounds of hatnesses for losing graphs.
3.3.2 Attaching vertices of hatnesses 2 and 3, connected with an edge
Apparently it is hard to determine whether the graph obtained by attaching a new fragment using
two independent “jumpers”, is winning. We are able to do this for very small fragment only.
Theorem 3.8. Let HG = 〈G, h〉 be a winning game, let Z, C ∈ V be two vertices of graph G.
Consider graph G′ = 〈V ′, E ′〉 obtained by adding new path ZABC to graph G: V ′ = V ∪ {A,B},
E ′ = E ∪ {ZA,AB,BC} (fig. 8). Then the sages win in game HG ′ = 〈G′, h′〉, where
h′(v) =

2, if v = A,
3, if v = B,
2h(v), if v = Z,
h(v) + 1, if v = C,
h(v), in all remaining cases.
h(C)
h(Z)
h(C) + 1
h(Z)× 2
2
A
3
B
Figure 8: Adding new path ZABC.
Proof. Let sage X get hat of color cX . Consider the color cZ as composite: cZ = (, c), where
Z ∈ {0, 1}, and color c is one of h(Z) colors in game HG. Describe a winning strategy.
• If cB 6= 2, let sage A say the B’s hat color, else he says color Z .
• Sage B, in the case when he sees the hat of new color on sage C, says “2”, otherwise he says
the value of 1− cA.
• If cB 6= 2, sage C says new color, else C uses strategy of game HG.
• Let Z take the first bit of his color Z 6= cA, and take the second component of his color
according his strategy in game HG.
• Sages in V (G)\{C,Z} use strategy of game HG. For this the neighbors of Z look at the second
component of Z’s color only and the neighbors of C do not distinguish the new color and 0-th
color.
Now consider all variants of pairs (cA, cB) and check that the strategy is winning.
In cases (0, 0) and (1, 1) sage A guesses.
In cases (0, 1) and (1, 0) B or C guesses.
In cases (0, 2) and (1, 2) sage A guesses when cA = Z , and sage B guesses if C has a hat of new
color. In the remaining cases the sages on graph G use the strategy of game HG, and one of them
will guess correctly.
Corollary 3.8.1. Let graph G be cycle Cn (n > 4) and A, B, C be three consequent vertices of the
cycle. Then the sages win in game 〈G, hA2B3C34 〉.
Proof. Apply constructor 3.8 to path Pn−2(ZC) with hatnesses 2, 4, . . . , 4, 2 (this game is winning
by corollary 3.1.2).
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3.3.3 Attaching a leaf of large hatness
The wonderful thing about our last constructor is that it works both for winning and for losing
games. It claims that attaching to a graph a leaf with hatness more than 2 does not affect the result
of the game.
Definition. Let game HG = 〈G, h〉 is given, A ∈ V (G). The following game is called a game HG
with the hint A∗. The sages play on graph G with hat function h, but during the test the adversary
comes up to sage A and says the true statement “I just put on your head a hat of color c1 or c2”.
The sages during the conversation know, that the adversary is going to give a hint, but do not know
what colors he will say. So the sages determine usual strategies for everybody, except sage A, and
sage A gets the set of
(
h(A)
2
)
strategies, one for each possible hint.
“A theory of «Hats» game with hints” (where hatnesses of all sages are equal to 3) is developed
in Kokhas and Latyshev’s paper [7]. The following lemma from [7] remains almost unchanged in the
case of arbitrary hatnesses. We give the proof here for self-contained presentation.
Lemma 3.9. The hint A∗ does not affect the result of the “Hats” game.
Proof. Assume that the sages win with the hint A∗. For all sages except A, fix their strategies in
the game with the hint A∗; we will construct a strategy of sage A in such way that the sages win
without hints.
Assume that the adversary gives to A hat of color x, and after that there exists a hats arrangement
in which A gets a hat of color x, his neighbors get hats of colors u, v, w . . . , the other sages also get
hats of some colors, and nobody (except A) guesses right. In this case, we want the sage A to guess
the color of his hat correctly, i. e., his strategy must satisfy the requirement fA(u, v, w, . . . ) = x.
These requirements for different hats arrangements do not contradict each other. Indeed, if there
exists another hats arrangement where the neighbors still have colors u, v, w, . . . and the sage A gets
another color y, then the sages cannot win with the hint A∗, because the adversary can inform A
that he has a hat of color x or y and then choose one of these two hat arrangements for which sage A
does not guess his color correctly.
Theorem 3.10. Let HG1 = 〈G1, h1〉, B ∈ V (G1) be an arbitrary vertex, G2 = G1 +B P2(AB). Let
HG2 = 〈G2, h2〉, where h2
∣∣∣
V (G1)
= h1, h2(A) > 3. Game HG1 is winning iff HG2 is winning.
Proof. In one direction the statement is evident: if game HG1 is winning, then game HG2 is also
winning. (The sages on subgraph G1 win.)
Now prove that if game HG2 is winning, then HG2 is also winning. We will demonstrate that if
the sages win in game HG2, then they can win in game HG1 with the hint B∗.
Let f2 be a winning strategy for game HG2. In order to construct a winning strategy for game
HG1 with the hint B∗ we need: first, to define strategy for sages on V (G1) \ {B} — let they use f2;
second, for any two different colors (b1, b2) that can be given in the hint we should define strategy
of B. Since h2(A) > 3, for each pair of colors (b1, b2), b1 6= b2, we can find color a that A will never
say “a” if he sees that B’s hat is of color b1 or b2. Let sage B, getting the hint (b1, b2), say the color
defined by strategy f2 as if he saw hat of color a on sage A and the current set of colors on the heads
of his neighbors in G1.
This strategy is winning in the game HG1 with the hint B∗. Indeed, let the hats arrangement
on G1 is fixed and sage B get hint (b1, b2). Consider the corresponding hats arrangement on G2
(give hat of color a to sage A). Then all the sages on G2 use strategy f2 (and sage A does not
guess). Therefore, somebody on G1 guesses right. Thus, for the hat arrangement and the hint under
consideration the sages on G1 win. Thus, the sages win with the hint B∗. Then they win in game
HG1 by lemma 3.9.
The proven theorem has an interesting generalization for losing graphs. If we glue two losing
graphs G1 and G2 by sticking together a vertex of hatness 2 of graph G2 with any vertex of graph
G1, we get a losing graph.
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Theorem 3.11. Let G1 and G2 be graphs such that V (G1) ∩ V (G2) = {A}, G = G1 +A G2. And
let games HG1 = 〈G1, h1〉 and HG2 = 〈G2, h2〉 be losing, h1(A) > h2(A) = 2. Then game HG =
〈G1 +A G2, h〉 is losing, where
h(x) =
{
h1(x), x ∈ V (G1)
h2(x), x ∈ V (G2) \ A.
Proof. Assume that game HG is winning, and let f be a winning strategy. Let N(A) be the set of
neighbors of vertex A in graph G1. Every hat arrangement ϕ on graph G1 determines answer by
strategy f of all sages in V (G1)\A. Prove that there exist two different hat arrangements ϕ1 and ϕ2
on vertices of graph G1 such that ϕ1
∣∣
N(A)
= ϕ2
∣∣
N(A)
, ϕ1(A) 6= ϕ2(A) and if the sages from G1 play
by strategy f , then in both arrangements nobody from V (G1) \ A guesses right.
Suppose that there are no two such arrangements. It means, that for every hats arrangement
c on N(A) there is at most one color α(c) of A’s hat, for which hats arrangement c ∪ α(c) on
N(A) ∪ A can be completed to the hats arrangements on V (G1) such that nobody from V (G1) \ A
guesses correctly by strategy f . Consider the following strategy for game HG1. Let everybody from
V (G1) \ A play by strategy f , and sage A say α(c) (or 0, if α(c) is undefined). This strategy is
winning, because if nobody from V (G1)\A guess right, then A have hat of color α(c) and he guesses
correctly. Contradiction.
Consider these two arrangements ϕ1 and ϕ2. Fix the hat arrangement c = ϕ1
∣∣
N(A)
= ϕ2
∣∣
N(A)
on N(A) and restrict ourselves only to those arrangements, where sage A gets a hat of one of two
colors ϕ1(A) or ϕ2(A). Then strategy f determines actions of the sages on graph G2, i. e. in losing
game HG2 (sage A can say more than two colors, but it doesn’t help to win). “Losing” means that
there exists disproving hats arrangement ψ. If ψ(A) = ϕ1(A), then ψ ∪ ϕ1
∣∣
V (G1)\A is a disproving
arrangement on G, and if ψ(A) = ϕ2(A), then ψ ∪ ϕ2
∣∣
V (G1)\A is a disproving arrangement on G.
3.4 More complicated constructors
The next theorem is the generalization of constructor 3.4.
Theorem 3.12. Let 〈G1, h1〉, 〈G2, h2〉 be two games, in which the sages win. Let A1, A2, . . . ,
Ak ∈ V1; B1, B2, . . . , Bm ∈ V2. Consider graph G′ = 〈V ′, E ′〉 obtained by adding all the edges AiBj
to graph G1 ∪G2: V ′ = V1 ∪ V2, E ′ = E1 ∪E2 ∪ {AiBj, i = 1, . . . , k; j = 1, . . . ,m} (fig. 9). Then the
sages win in game 〈G′, h′〉, where
h′(u) =

h1(u), u ∈ G1 \ {A1, A2, . . . , Ak},
h2(u), u ∈ G2 \ {B1, B2, . . . , Bm},
h1(u) + 1, u ∈ {A1, A2, . . . , Ak},
h2(u) + 1, u ∈ {B1, B2, . . . , Bm}.
h1(A1)
h1(Ak)
h2(B1)
h2(Bm)
h1(A1) + 1
h1(Ak) + 1
h2(B1) + 1
h2(Bm) + 1
Figure 9: Gluing of two graphs, k = 2, m = 3.
Proof. One new color has been added for sages Ai and one for sages Bj with respect to initial games.
Let this color be red. For each i let sage Ai say that he has red hat, if he sees at least one red hat
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on sages Bj, in the opposite case let Ai look at his neighbors in G1 only and play by the winning
strategy on graph G1. For each j if sage Bj sees at least one red hat on Ai, then he looks at his
neighbors in G2 only and plays by the winning strategy on graph G2. In the opposite case Bj says
that he has red hat. It is easy to check that this strategy is winning.
The next theorem add “surgical intervention” to the previous construction: we will sew together
graphs, by joining the neighbors of the two chosen vertices with hatness 2, and delete both vertices.
Theorem 3.13. Let G1, G2 be graphs containing vertices A and B correspondingly, games HG1 =
〈G1, h1〉 and HG2 = 〈G2, h2〉 be winning and h1(A) = h2(B) = 2. Let NA and NB be sets of neighbors
of A and B in graphs G1 and G2. Consider new graph G (fig. 10):
V (G) = (V (G1) \ A) ∪ (V (G2) \B),
E(G) = E(G1)
∣∣
V (G1)\A ∪ E(G2)
∣∣
V (G2)\B ∪ {XY | X ∈ NA, Y ∈ NB}.
Then game HG = 〈G, h〉 is winning, where
h(x) =
{
h1(x), x ∈ V (G1) \ A,
h2(x), x ∈ V (G2) \B.
B
2
Y1
Y2
Graph G2
A
2
X3
X2
X1
Graph G1
X3
X2
X1
Y1
Y2
Graph G
Figure 10: Sew graphs together by joining neighbors of vertices A and B.
Proof. Let f1 and f2 be winning strategies in games HG1 and HG2. Construct a winning strategy
for game HG.
Let c1 be an arbitrary hats arrangement on NA. We put into correspondence to c1 color g1(c1)
which is the guess of sage A according to strategy f1 for this arrangement. Analogously, to each
arrangement c2 on NB put into correspondence color g2(c2). All sages in NA can determine g2(c2),
all sages in NB can determine g1(c1).
The winning strategy looks as follows. Sages on V (G) \ (NA ∪NB) use their initial strategies f1
and f2. THe sages on NA also use strategy f1 assuming that sage A’ hat color is g2(c2). The sages on
NB use strategy f2 assuming that sage B’ hat color is not g1(c1), denote this color by g1(c1) (remind
that h(B) = 2).
Why is this strategy winning? If g1(c1) = g2(c2), then on G2-part of the new graph we have in
fact game HG2, where sage B’s color is g1(c1) = g2(c2), all sages use strategy f2 (and the guess of B
is not determined). But B guess wrong in game HG2 with the hats arrangement under consideration,
and f2 is the winning strategy in game HG2. Therefore somebody in V (G2) \B will guess correctly.
Analogously, if g1(c1) 6= g2(c2), we have game HG1, where A’s color is g2(c2) = g1(c1), all sages
use strategy f1 and A keeps silence. But A guesses wrong according to strategy f1, and f1 is winning
strategy in game HG1. Therefore, somebody in V (G1) \ A will guess correctly.
The next constructor allows fastening several graphs Gi by marking in them several vertices
denoted by the same notations as in graph G and joining these vertices as they are joined in G.
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Theorem 3.14. Let game 〈G, h〉 be winning, where V (G) = {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}. Let Gi (i = 1, . . . , k)
be graphs, Bij ∈ V (Gi) be sets of marked vertices in Gi (we assume that sets V (Gi) are disjoint, the
number of marked vertices in different graphs is not necessarily the same, see fig. 11), and games
〈Gi, hi〉 be winning. Consider new graph G′ = 〈V (G′), E(G′)〉, where
V (G′) = V (G1) ∪ . . . ∪ V (Gk), E(G′) = E(G1) ∪ . . . ∪ E(Gk) ∪ {Bi1j1Bi2j2 | Ai1Ai2 ∈ E(G)}.
Then game 〈G′, h′〉 is winning, where
h′(x) =
{
hi(x), if x belongs to one of sets V (Gi) \ {Bi1, Bi2, . . .},
hi(x) + h(Ai)− 1, if x coincides with vertex Bij.
G1
G2
G3
G4
B11
B21
B22
B41 B42
Graph G
A1
A2
A3
A4
B31
B32
B33
Figure 11: Fastening several graphs by means of graph G.
Proof. Let f , f1, . . . , fk be winning strategies for games 〈G, h〉, 〈G1, h1〉, . . . , 〈Gk, hk〉 correspond-
ingly. We may think that sage Bij has hats of hi(Bij) old and h(Ai)−1 new colors. We call megasage
Mi the set of sages {Bij | j = 1, 2, . . .}. Define megasage’s hat color as a number from 0 to h(Ai)−1 as
follows. Let megasage’s hat color be 0 if all hat colors of sages Bi1, Bi2, . . . are old, else let megasage’s
hat color equal the maximum new color number of hats Bi1, Bi2, . . ..
Thus, each megasage (i. e. each sage in this set) understands what hat colors his neighboring
megasages in graph G have, so the megasages can use strategy f : if megasage has to say the new
color, let all sages forming this magasage say this new color; if megasage Mi has to say 0, then let
sages Bi1, Bi2, . . . use strategy fi (looking at the neighbors in component Gi only). Let the sages
from V (Gi) \ {Bi1, Bi2, . . .} also use strategy fi. To make our strategy well defined we append the
following rule: if a sage is assigned to play strategy fi but he sees new color on hats of his neighbors,
then his guess is not defined by the strategy, and we allow him to say an arbitrary guess.
Since strategy f is winning, one of the megasages, say Mi0 , guesses correctly. If his color is new
then all sages Bi0j (j = 1, 2, . . .) say this color and one of them will certainly guess correctly. If Mi0
has color 0, then sages Bi01, Bi2, . . . use strategy fi and the other sages in V (Gi0)) \ {Bi01, Bi0)2, . . .}
use strategy fi, too, hence somebody in V (Gi) will guess correctly.
Remark that in the case when only one vertex Bi is marked in each component Gi, the game on
graph G′ remains winning even if we greatly increase values of hatnesses h(Bi). The following lemma
holds.
Lemma 3.15. Let game 〈G, h′〉 be winning, V (G) = {A1, . . . , An}. Take n winning games 〈Gi, hi〉
such that the sets V (Gi) are disjoint and mark one vertex Ai in each graph Gi. Join the marked
vertices as in graph G. Define the hat function in the obtained graph as h(Ai) = h′(Ai)hi(Ai) (all
other vertices have the same hatness as in the initial graphs). Then the sages win.
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Lemma follows from theorem 3.1 on a game product.
The next constructor combines ideas of theorem 3.1 on game product and theorem 3.3 on
substitution in a single monster. We glue several winning graphs with common vertex O and create
a copy of graph G by joining neighbors of O. For suitable hat function the obtained graph is winning.
Remind that for h(A) = mn, we may consider hat color of A as pair (c1, c2), where 0 6 c1 6 m−1,
0 6 c2 6 n− 1; we say in this case that color of sage A’s hat is composite.
O
A3
O
A2
O
A1
A3
A1
A2
Graph G Graphs G1, G2, G3 “Cone”
O
A1
A2
A3
Figure 12: “Cone” over graph G.
Theorem 3.16 (On “cone” with vertex O over graph G). Let game HG = 〈G, h〉, where V (G) =
{A1, A2, . . . , Ak} and k games HGi = 〈Gi, hi〉, 1 6 i 6 k, be winning, sets V (Gi) be disjoint. In
each Gi one vertex is labeled O, and one of its neighbors labeled Ai such that the equality h1(O) =
h2(O) = . . . = hk(O) holds. Consider new graph G′ = 〈V (G′), E(G′)〉, where
V (G′) = (V (G1) \ {O}) ∪ . . . ∪ (V (Gk) \ {O}) ∪ {O},
E(G′) = E(G1) ∪ . . . ∪ E(Gk) ∪ {AiAj | AiAj ∈ E(G)}.
Then game 〈G′, h′〉 is winning, where
h′(x) =
{
hi(x), if x belongs to one of sets V (Gi) \ {Ai},
hi(Ai)h(Ai), if x coincides with Ai.
Proof. Describe the winning strategy. The sages in vertices Ai have composite colors, let they play
two strategies simultaneously: strategy of game HGi for the first coordinate of the color and strategy
of HG for the second one. The sages in V (Gi) \ {O,Ai} use the strategy of game HGi (neighbors
of Ai look to Gi-coordinate of his color only).
Sage O has the most cunning role. He sees all sages Ai and knows, which sage guesses correctly
the G-coordinate of his color, let this sage be Aj. Then O looks only at his neighbors in graph Gj
and use strategy hj (he looks at Gj-coordinate of Aj’s hat color only).
As a result, somebody on graphGj guesses correctly (if this sage is Aj, he guesses both components
of his composite color).
E x amp l e of winning graph obtained by theorem is shown in fig. 13. Here graph G is a complete
graph on 3 vertices with hatnesses 3, 3, 3; G1 is 5-cycle with hatnesses 4, 2, 3, 3, 3; graphs G2 and
G3 are 4-cycles with hatnesses 4, 2, 3, 3. The latter three graphs are winning by corollary 3.8.1. O is
vertex of hatness 4 in these cycles.
In the proof of theorem 3.16 sage O plays the role of “dispatcher” — looking at sages Ai, he
chooses in which component the winning game will take place. The success of this choice is provided
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Figure 13: The sages win by theorem 3.16.
by his knowledge of who wins on graph G. Now we consider a case, in which sage O cannot see the
entire graph G.
So, fix graph G, hat function and an arbitrary strategy of sages on G. We call a set S ⊂ V (G)
predictable if it satisfies the property: for any hats arrangement on graph G looking at the hat colors
in the set S only we can choose sage A ∈ S such that if for this hats arrangement some sages in S
guess their colors correctly, then A is one of these “winners”.
An example of predictable set S is 5-clique in graph “Big bow” for the strategy from theorem 3.2
(fig. 2). Indeed, the strategy in the proof of theorem 3.2 for the sages on any of 5-cliques consists of
checking some hypotheses about sums of colors over vertices of the clique. Anybody, who sees the
hats arrangement only on the clique, can determine who of the non-central sages guesses correctly.
If nobody guesses, then the only person who can guess correctly in this set of vertices is the central
sage.
Simpler examples of predictable sets are components G1 and G2 in theorem 3.1 on graph products
(for the strategies from the proof). For example, graph G depicted in fig. 14, left, with all hatnesses
equal 4, is the product of two 3-cliques S1 and S2 with hatnesses 2, 4, 4. Hence, sets S1 and S2 are
predictable.
Turn to the theorem on cone. The construction of the new graph can be generalized to the case
of several dispatchers, that collectively see the whole graph G but individually each dispatcher sees
some predictable part of the graph G only. Precise statement is the following.
Let game HG = 〈G, h〉 be winning, where V (G) = {A1, A2, . . . , Ak}. Fix winning strategy f in
this game. Let the set of vertices ofG is written as a union of several predictable with respect to f sets:
V (G) = S1 ∪S2 ∪ . . .∪Sm. Sets Sj can intersect; if some vertex A` belongs to several Sj, we call one
of these sets “main” for A`, denote its number by j`. For instance, we can take j` = min{j : A` ∈ Sj}.
Suppose that none of Sj is a subset of the union of the other sets. Let for each `, 1 6 ` 6 k,
winning game HG` = 〈G`, h`〉 is given (the sets V (G`) are pairwise non-intersecting), and in each
graph G` one arbitrary vertex A` is marked and one more vertex, neighboring to A`, labeled as Oj` .
Thus, vertices in different graphs can be labeled with the same label Oj, we assume that for each j,
1 6 j 6 m, the hatnesses of all vertices Oj are equal, denote this value by oj.
Consider graph G′ = (V (G′), E(G′)), where V (G′) =
k⋃
`=1
V (G`), we assume that the vertices with
the same labels (i. e. different copies of vertices Oj) are identified in this union,
E(G′) = E(G1) ∪ . . . ∪ E(Gk) ∪ E(G) ∪ {OjA | 1 6 j 6 m, A ∈ Sj}.
The latter set in the union provides the ability of sages Oj to see all vertices of set Sj including those
vertices, for which index j is not main. We treat the union formally: if, say, set E(G`) contains
edge A`Oj` , then E(G′) is also contains edge A`Oj` , since there are vertices denoted by A` and Oj`
in graph G′.
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An example is drawn in fig. 14. Here we have j1 = j2 = j3 = 1, j4 = j5 = 2. Graph G is a “small
bow”, we have checked above that sets S1 and S2 are predictable.
Define hat function h′ on graph G′
h′(x) =

h`(x), if x belongs to one of sets V (G`) \ {Oj` , A`},
oj, if x coincides with Oj,
h`(A`)h(A`), if x coincides with A`.
S2
S1
A1
A3
A5
A2
A4
Graph G
O1
A3
O1
A2
O1
A1
Graphs G1, G2, G3
O2
A4
O2
A5
Graphs G4, G5
O1
A1
A2
A3
O2
A5
A4
Graph G′
Figure 14: “Cone” over graph G with two dispatchers.
Corollary 3.16.1. In the above notations game 〈G′, h′〉 is winning.
Proof. Each sage A` has a composite color and uses two strategies: the strategy of game HG` for
the first component of the color, and the strategy of game HG for the second one. The sages from
V (G`) \ {Oj` , A`} use the strategy of game HG` (the neighbors of A` look at the G`-cordinate of his
color only).
As to sages Oj, each of them sees predictable component Sj of graph G and therefore knows,
which sage in this component (if exists) guesses correctly G-coordinate of his own color. Let sage Oj
understand that sage A` guesses correctly. If j = j`, then Oj looks only at his neighbors on subgraph
G` and uses strategy h` (taking into account the G`-coordinate of sage A`’s color only). If j 6= j` or
if none of sages in Sj guess correctly, Oj can make an arbitrary guess.
Now let ` be an index, for which sage A` guesses G-coordinate of his color correctly. Then on
graph G` either one of the sages (not A`) guesses correctly, or A` guesses correctly both coordinates
of his color.
4 Blind chess
In this section we present a new game which is in fact a partial case of Hats game on 4-cycle. But
this game opens the vast collection of new games on cooperative guessing. All you need to change
in the initial “Hats” game is the target of guessing. Here we replace the guessing of marked element
in the set (i. e. a color of hat) with making a check to invisible king! In general, the sages can try to
perform any actions, for which the lack of information does not guarantee 100% success.
4.1 Check by rook
Definition. Game “Check by rook”. Two chess players L and R are sitting opposite each other,
there is a chessboard on the wall behind each of them. Each chess player does not see his own board
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(which is behind him) but sees the board of the other chess player. The judge puts one black king on
each of these boards. So the players see the king on another board but do not see the king in their
own board. After that each chess player must name one cell of his own chessboard independently of
the other, and the judge puts white rook on this square. If at least one of the kings is in rook check
(under attack of the rook or the rook has been put on the same cell, where king is), then the chess
players both win, otherwise they lose.
Chessboards of the players can be different and have arbitrary sizes, which are known to the
players. As in the game “Hats”, the chess players determine public deterministic strategy in advance.
The judge knows this strategy and plays against the chess players.
Let us explain how “Check by rook” game relates to the “Hats” game. Let graph G be the 4-cycle
ABCDA with hat function h. In fact, graph G is the complete bipartite graph K2,2, with parts
{A,C} and {B,D}. The pair of players A and C we call chess player L, let his board have sizes
h(A)× h(C), and the pair B and D we call chess player R, let his board have sizes h(B)× h(D).
Hat colors of A and C can be interpreted as coordinates of the cell where the king is put. Since
A and C do not see each other, they know nothing about king placement on their board. When A
and C name a color, this pair of colors can be interpreted as a cross on the chessboard, i. e. a figure
consisting of one horizontal and one vertical line, or which is the same, a position for chess rook. It
is clear that one or both chess players guess their colors iff the king is under the rook attack. Similar
interpretations are valid for B and D.
Thus, “Hats” game on cycle ABCDA with hat function h is equivalent to game “Check by rook”
on boards L(h(A) × h(C)) and R(h(B) × h(D)). It is evident that the result of the game does not
depend on, which board is the left and which is the right.
Generally, we can define “Check by rook” in the case where n chess players sit in vertices of an
arbitrary graph: each player has his own chessboard but sees only the boards of his neighbors (and
does not see his own chessboard). The aim of the players is similar, they want at least one of kings
to be under attack. This game is equivalent to “Hats” game on the “doubled” graph. We will not
discuss this game here.
Come back to the game of two players on boards L(a× c) and R(b×d). We will use the following
standard notations.
Number the cells of L(a× c) board from left to right from top to bottom, fig. 15a, we use boards
L(2 × 3) and R(3 × 4) as examples. Let the strategy of chess player R be given by the table as in
fig. 15b. Here ac labels ri, where index i runs over all numbers of cells of L(a× c) board, have been
put in the cells of R(b × d) board (a cell can contain several labels ri). Label ri means that chess
player R, seeing that the king of his fellow L is located in i-th cell of L(a× c) board, puts his rook
on the cell labeled ri on R(b× d) board.
The strategy of chess player L we also set with help of R(b × d) board, see fig. 15c. Here there
is a number from 1 to ac in each cell of board R(b× d), the numbers denote cells of L(a× c) board.
Each cell of R(b×d) board contains exactly one number, some numbers from 1 to ac can be absent in
this table, some numbers can repeat. When chess player L sees that R’s king is located on R(3× 4)
board in the cell labeled k, he puts the rook on k-th cell of L(a× c) board.
To avoid misunderstandings in notations, we use labels of type “letter r with index” for chess
player R, and labels of type “number” for chess player L. We call lines on the board L rows and
columns and lines on the board R verticals and horizontals.
1 2 3
4 5 6
a) Cells numbers on L
board
r4
r2
r3
r1
r5
r6
Z
Z
b) Strategy of player R
1 3 3 5
2 1 4 5
2 6 6 4
c) Strategy of player L
Figure 15: Notations for strategies.
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Definition. Let the king be in i-th cell of L(a × c) board. We call a cell of L(a × c) board i-weak
if the rook does not attack the king from this cell. For example, cells 5 and 6 on L(2 × 3) board
(fig. 15а) are 1-weak.
Lemma 4.1. Let L(a × c) and R(b × d) be the boards in game “Check by rook”. The strategy is
winning iff for each i, 1 6 i 6 ac, all cells on R(b × d) board labeled with numbers of i-weak cells
belong to the cross with center ri.
Proof. Let cell ` of L(a× c) board be i-weak and the judge put the kings on cell i of L(a× c) board
and the cell labeled ` of R(c × d) board. Then player L according to his strategy puts the rook on
the cell ` of L(a × c) board, it does not attack the king. In the same time player R puts his rook
on the cell of R(c × d) board labeled ri. The players win iff this rook attacks the king, i. e. the cell
labeled ` is in the cross with center ri.
This lemma provides the following property of winning strategies: if cell ` on board L(a × c)
is simultaneously i-weak, j-weak, etc., then all the cells on R(b × d) board labeled ` (if they exist)
are located in the intersection of crosses with centers ri, rj etc. For example, for the strategies in
fig. 15 (we will prove below that they are winning) both cells labeled 1 on R(3× 4) board belong to
intersection of crosses r5 and r6 (shaded area in fig. 15b) because cells 5 and 6 on board L(2× 3) are
1-weak.
Next theorem gives complete analysis of game “Check by rook” for two players. We assume that
the number of horizontals of each board does not exceed the number of verticals and that the left
board has the shortest vertical size.
Theorem 4.2. In game “Check by rook” the chess players win on the following boards:
Win1) if one of boards has sizes 1× k, where k is an arbitrary positive integer;
Win2) L(2× k) and R(2×m), where k and m are arbitrary positive integers;
Win3) L(3× 3), R(3× 3);
Win4) L(2× 3), R(3× 4);
Win5) L(2× 4), R(3× 3);
Win6) L(2× 2), R(k ×m), where min(k,m) 6 4.
The chess players lose on the following boards:
Lose1) L(2× 3), R(4× 4);
Lose2) L(2× 3), R(3× 5);
Lose3) L(2× 4), R(3× 4);
Lose4) L(2× 5), R(3× 3);
Lose5) L(3× 3), R(3× 4);
Lose6) L(2× 2), R(5× 5).
For boards of other sizes the question if the sages win can be solved by comparing with these
cases. For example, the chess players lose on the boards L(3 × 4), R(3 × 4) because they lose even
in “smaller” case Lose3). The chess players win on the boards L(2 × 3), R(3 × 3) because they win
even on larger boards (as in case Win3)).
Proof of the theorem.
Win1) It is trivial.
Win2) In “Hats” language the hat function of two neighbor sages in the corresponding 4-cycle
equals 2, these sages will provide winning, even not looking at the others.
Win3) This is a retelling in “Check by rook” game language of the known statement that the
sages win on 4-cycle, if they all obtain hats of three colors ([6, 10]). For example, the strategy of the
sages, described in [11], in “Check by rook” language looks as follows. If chess player sees that the
king of his fellow is in the central cell of board, he puts his rook to the center, too. In the opposite
case he puts the rook to the cell, where the arrow points, leading from the fellow’s king on the
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auxiliary diagram for this chess player, see fig. 16. The coordinates of cells in the figure correspond
to the numbers of hat colors. So, chess player L, seeing that the king of the fellow is located in
cell (2, 2), puts his rook on cell (1, 0) (this case corresponds to bold arrow in left fig. 16).
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Figure 16: Four sages stand around non-transparent baobab...
Win4), Win5) The strategies presented in fig. 15 and 17 satisfy Lemma 4.1 (direct check). So
the chess players win.
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
a) Cell numbers on
board L
r4
r2
r3
r1
r5 r6
r7r8
b) Strategy of player R
3 5 4
8 6 8
2 7 1
c) Strategy of player L
Figure 17: Winning strategy for game on boards L(2× 4), R(3× 3).
Win6) In “Hats” language this case means that the 4-cycle contains path P3 with hat function
2, x, 2, where x 6 4. The sages win on such path by corollary 3.1.2.
Lose1) We will show that the players have no winning strategy.
Fix a strategy of chess player R, see for instance fig 18b. Try to understand, how the strategy of
L looks like, namely, where can the cells with labels 1, 2, and 3 be located on R(4 × 4) board. By
lemma 4.1, the cells with label 1 belong to the intersection of crosses r5 and r6, the cells with label 2
to the intersection of crosses r4 and r6, and the cells with label 3 to the intersection of r4 and r5.
1 2 3
4 5 6
a) Cells numbers on
board L
Z
Z
r4
r2
r3
r1
r5
r6
b) Strategy of player R
Figure 18: It happens that this strategy is losing.
Note that the union of pairwise intersection of any three crosses (possibly, coinciding) on R(4×4)
board contains at most 8 cells. Indeed, consider the cases.
1. If the centers of crosses belong to different verticals and horizontals, then each pairwise
intersection consists of two cells (in the example in fig. 18b, the intersection of crosses r5 and r6 is
shaided), so we have at most 6 cells totally.
2. If the centers of any two crosses do not coincide and two centers belong to the same horizontal
or vertical (as crosses r4 and r5 in fig. 18b), then the intersection of these two crosses contains 4 cells
and adding of the third cross (say, r6) can give 4 more cells to the union of pairwise intersections,
only if the center of the third cross and one of the first two centers are on the same line (as r4 and r6
in fig. 18b. In this case we have 8 cells, and 7 of them belong to one cross (cross r4 in our example).
3. If the centers of some two crosses coincide, then intersection of these crosses contains 7 cells.
For any location of the third center the set of pairwise intersections does not increase.
Thus, for the cells with labels 1, 2, 3 on board R(4×4) there are at most 8 positions, similarly for
the cells with labels 4, 5, 6 there are at most 8 positions too. Since R(4× 4) board contains 16 cells,
we have 8 positions for labels 1, 2, 3 and 8 positions for labels 4, 5, 6. But as it was established by
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trying all possible cases 1–3, 8 positions can be realized only as a set “whole cross plus one cell”. It
remains to observe that it is impossible to cover R(4× 4) board completely by two crosses and two
additional cells.
Lose2) As in Lose1) we make sure that the union of pairwise intersections of any three crosses
(possibly, coinciding) on R(3 × 5) board contains at most 8 cells. The cases, in which this union
contains 7 or 8 cells, are drawn in fig. 19, these are the cases, when the centers of two crosses belong
to the same vertical or the same horizontal (including the case, when both centers are in one cell).
In all these cases the union of pairwise intersections of three crosses occupies one whole horizontal
of the board, and in each of the two other horizontals it occupies less than a half of cells. It means
that the union of two such sets cannot cover the board completely.
ra
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Z
Z
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Z
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8 cells
Z
Z
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rb is anywhere
Figure 19: Union of pairwise intersections of three crosses on board R(3× 5).
Lose3) This reasoning is offered by Oleg Chemokos. Fix some strategies of chess players L and
R and verify that one can found positions for the kings such that both kings avoid a check.
In our standard notations each cell i on L(2×4) board determines three i-weak cells (see fig. 17a).
This set of three weak cells can consist of any three cells in one row.
The strategy of chess player L is given by labelling each cell on R(3 × 4) board. Paint in white
the cells of R(3 × 4) board containing the labels corresponding to the first row of L(2 × 4) board,
paint in black the other cells. Without loss of generality we may think that the number of white
cells on the board is not less than the number of black cells. The following three cases cover all the
possibilities, for which this “not less” can be realized.
1. One of horizontals of R(3 × 4) board (the first for definiteness) contains three white cells u1,
u2, u3 and another one horizontal (the second) contains two white cells u4 and u5. Then cell ` can
be chosen in the first row of L(2× 4) board such that the label ` occurs in the first two horizontals
of R(3 × 4) board at most once, and moreover if it has happened, the label ` occurs in the first
horizontal, say, in cell u1. Then the other cells of the first row on L(2 × 4) board are (` + 4)-weak,
and by lemma 4.1 cells u2, u3, u4 and u5 must belong to the same cross. This is not true.
2. Each horizontal of R(3 × 4) board contains two white cells. Then choose in the first row of
L(2 × 4) board cell ` such that label ` occurs on R(3 × 4) board at most once (for specificity, in
the third horizontal). The other cells in the first row of L(2 × 4) board are (` + 4)-weak, and the
corresponding labels in the first two horizontals of R(3× 4) board are not covered by one cross.
3. One horizontal contains four white cells, two other horizontals contain one white cell each.
Then replace “’black” and “white” and consider the first case.
The contradiction proves that the strategy is losing.
Lose4) Number the cells of board L, as in fig. 20 a). The strategy of chess player L is given by
writing in each cell of R(3 × 3) board the number from 1 to 10 (the numbers of cells on L(2 × 5)
board). Since L(2× 5) board has two rows only, there exist two horizontals on R(3× 3) board and
two cells in each of them, such that four labels in these cells correspond to the cells (possibly, there
are coinciding among them) belonging to the same row of L(2× 5) board. Let j-th cell in the other
row be i-weak with respect to all these cells.
For example, let labels 1, 2, 3, 4 be located on R(3×3) board, as in fig. 20 b). Then the number 10
is 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-weak simultaneously. It means that the rook on cell r10 of R(3× 3) board attacks
the cells with labels 1, 2, 3 and 4. But it is impossible: it must be located in the upper row of
R(3× 3) board to attack labels 1 and 2, and in the bottom row to attack 3 and 4.
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By the same reason the general case is also impossible: cell rj must be located in two horizontals
of R(3× 3) simultaneously.
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10
a) Cells numbers on
board L
1 2
3 4
b) Strategy of player L
Figure 20: Seek the strategy for game L(2×5), R(3×3).
r2r1
r7r8
a
× ×
b
Figure 21: Strategy for case Lose5).
Lose5) Suppose that the chess players have a winning strategy. Number the cells of board L(3×3)
by numbers from 1 to 9. Then the strategy of chess player R is specified by a placement of nine
symbols: r1, r2, . . . , r9 on board R(3× 4). And the strategy of chess player L is specified by writing
in each cell of R(3× 4) board a number from 1 to 9.
Claim 1. If cells u, v, w belong to three different rows and three different columns of L(3 × 3)
board, then labels ru, rv и rw belong to three different horizontals of R(3× 4) board.
Indeed, each cell of L(3×3) board is either u-weak, or v-weak, or w-weak. Therefore, by lemma 4.1
each label on R(3× 4) board belongs to ru-, rv- or rw-cross. The only way it is possible if labels ru,
rv and rw are in different horizontals.
Claim 2. Two cases of the placement of symbols r1, r2, . . . , r9 on R(3× 4) board are possible:
1) either symbols r1, r2, r3 are located in one horizontal of R(3× 4) board, symbols r4, r5, r6 are
located in another horizontal, and symbols r7, r8, r9 are in the third one;
2) or symbols r1, r4, r7 are located in one horizontal of R(3 × 4) board, symbols r2, r5, r8 are
located in another horizontal, and symbols r3, r6, r9 are in the third one.
The claim is proved by gently nasty looking all the possible cases using claim 1.
Put rooks in all cells ri of R(3× 4) board (we put in a cell as many rooks as there are symbols ri
in it). Each cell i on L(3× 3) board determines four i-weak cells, which are located in two rows and
two columns.
Claim 3. Each cell on R(3×4) board (let it contain label i) is under attack when the rook stands
on cells labeled rj, where j is i-weak number. Two of this “dangerous” cells are located in the same
horizontal, and the other two belong to another horizontal.
This claim follows from claim 2. It means that we put several rooks on some cells.
Now prove that no winning strategies having these properties exist. By claim 2 the first horizontal
of R(3 × 4) board contains at most three labels ri. Therefore, the first horizontal R(3 × 4) board
contains an “empty” cell, i. e. the cell, containing no symbols ri, denote it by a. Let for specificity it
be located in the fourth vertical (fig. 21). By claim 3, four rook’s attacks are directed to this cell, and
two of these four rooks are located in one horizontal, and another two are in another horizontal. It
means that two rooks are certainly located in one of the cells of fourth vertical. Let for the specificity
this cell be located in the second horizontal. By claim 2, three rooks have been put in the second
horizontal in total, and we have established that two of them are located in one cell. Therefore,
there are two ‘empty” cells in the second horizontal. We choose one of them, above which in the
first horizontal no more than one rook is located. Let this cell be in the first column for specificity,
denote it b. The chosen cell is under four rook’s attacks from two pairs of rooks, located in two rows.
One pair of rooks is located, evidently, in the second horizontal, and another pair is located in the
third horizontal (there is at most one rook above cell b in the first horizontal). Now we see that one
of the cells in the third horizontal, in the second or in the third vertical, cannot gather four rook’s
attacks from two different horizontals. Contradiction.
Lose6) Suppose that the chess players have a winning strategy. The strategy of chess player R
is given in standard notations by placement of four symbols r1, r2, r3, r4 on R(5× 5) board. At least
one cell Q can be found on R(5×5) board, not belonging to any of four crosses, determined by these
symbols. The strategy of chess player L is specified by writing a number from 1 to 4 in each cell of
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R(5× 5) board. Without loss of generality cell Q is labeled 1. Let the judge put the kings on cell Q
on R(5× 5) board and on cell 4 on L(2× 2) board. Then player L puts his rook on cell 1 of L(2× 2)
board, and player R puts the rook on cell r4 of R(5× 5) board. None of the rooks attacks the king.
The chess players lost.
The theorem is proven.
4.2 Check by queen
Consider the variation of game where the players put queens instead of rooks. Call this game Check
by queen.
Lemma 4.3. The players win in Check by queen game on boards L(4× 5), R(4× 5).
Proof. Paint the cells of both boards as shown in fig. 22, a). Let both chess players put their
queens only on the cells where the queens are drawn, and let the first chess player act according the
assumption “Kings are located in cells of the same color”, and the second from the assumption “The
kings are located in cells of different colors”.
However we can use also the usual chess coloring instead of “exotic” coloring as above. Indeed,
the queen, located in cell c2, holds under attack all the cells of the same color in chessboard coloring!
And the same for c3, fig. 22, b).
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Figure 22: “Check by queen” on 4× 5 boards.
The next statement has been found by computer, the proof was found by N. Kononenko.
Lemma 4.4. The players win in “Check by queen” game on boards L(4× 4), R(5× 5)
Proof. Specify strategy of the chess players. Label R(5× 5) board as in fig. 23 a). Seeing the fellow’s
king on the cell with label j, chess player L puts his queen on L(4× 4) board in the cell, labeled by
number j, fig. 23 b). So, chess player L uses only four positions for his queen. The numbers in the
cells of L(4× 4) board in fig. 23 c) show, from which positions the queen of chess player L does not
attack this cell. For example, the numbers 1 and 2 in the lower left corner mean that the lower left
corner cell of L(4× 4) board is not under attack by the queen located at 1-st and in 2-nd positions,
shown in fig. 23 b), and “–” means that the cell is under attack from all positions.
3 1 3 1 3
1 3 3 3 4
3 3 3 3 3
2 3 3 3 4
3 2 3 2 3
a b c d e
a) Strategy of player L
4
2
31
b) Where L puts the queen
3 2,4 4 1,2
2 4 – 4
3 – 4 1,4
1,2 3 1 3
c) Instruction for R
Figure 23: “Check by queen” on L(4× 4) and R(5× 5) boards.
Seeing the king on L(4×4) board, chess player R with help of fig. 23 c) immediately understands,
from which “unfavorable” positions the queen of his fellow cannot put the king in check. Therefore
he must put his queen on R(5× 5) board so that it attacks all the cells, sending the queen of chess
player L to a unfavorable position.
For unfavorable positions 1, 2 it is possible to put the queen on cell b3; for 1, 4 on cell c4; for
2, 4 on cell c2; for 3 on cell c3.
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We found by computer that in “Check by queen” game the chess players lose on boards L(3× 4),
R(7× 7) and L(4× 5), R(5× 5).
The next statement belongs to S. Berlov. It generalizes reasoning of lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.5. Consider the variation of “Check by queen” game, in which five chess players are
situated so that each of them sees the boards of the others but does not see his own board. All boards
have size 11×11. As in the initial game, the judge puts one king on each board, and the chess players
simultaneously point to the cell on their own boards, where the queen has to be put.
The chess players win in this game.
Proof. Make the following preparation before the game. Choose 5 positions of queens on 11 × 11
board, for which the queens attack all the cells of the board (for example, b4, d10, f6, h2 and j8).
During the game the chess players will put their queens on the chosen positions only.
Number these positions from 0 to 4 and write in each cell of 11 × 11 board the number of any
of these five positions, from which the queen attacks this sell. Write this labelling on all player’s
boards. When the judge puts the king on some cell of a board we call the label of this cell the weight
of the king.
The strategy of chess players is the following: let k-th player check the hypothesis “sum of
weights of all kings has remainder k modulo 5”. Each player sees all kings except his own king and
can calculate, for which weight of his king his hypothesis is true. After that the player puts his queen
on the position, which number equals that weight.
4.3 Check by another chess pieces
In “Check by bishop” or “Check by knight” games the check declaration means that the chess player
guesses the color of king’s cell. Therefore, the chess players can win in these games only on small
boards, where all cells of each color can be attacked from one point.
Consider “Check by king” game (the judge puts “kind” king and the chess player puts “evil” king
that must declare check to the kind king.
Theorem 4.6. For “Check by king” game on boards L(a × b), R(c × d) denote by ` the number of
elements in the maximal set of cells on L(a × b) board such that no two of the cells can be under
attack of the same king. Define number r for R(c×d) board analogously. Then the chess players win
iff ` = r = 2 or one of the numbers `, r equals 1.
Proof. Choose sets SL, SR of cells on L(a × b) and R(c × d) boards such that no two cells in the
sets can be under attack of the same king, |SL| = `, |SR| = r. Let judge promise before the game
that he will put the kings on the cells of sets SL and SR only. Since the “evil” king cannot attack
two cells simultaneously, we may think that the chess players just try to guess where the “kind” king
stands, or, which is the same, to guess hat colors for “Hats” game on graph P2 with hatnesses `, r.
The latter is possible either for ` = r = 2, or when one of the numbers `, r equals 1.
It remains to demonstrate that the chess players really win in these cases. For ` = 1 or r = 1 it
is trivial. The maximal possible board for ` = r = 2 is 3 × 6, because no two corner cells in 4 × 4
board and no two cells of 1 × 7 board with coordinates 1, 4, 7 can be attacked by the same king.
The chess players easily win on 3× 6 boards, by splitting it into two halves 3× 3 and checking the
hypotheses “kind kings are in the same/different halves”.
5 Analysis of “Hats” game on a cycle
According to results of W. Szczechla [10], the sages have some difficulties in the game on cycle Cn
already in the case, when all hatnesses equal to 3. In that case winning is possible, only when n = 4
or n is divisible by 3. The further increasing of hatness entails losing [10, corollary 8].
The following theorem gives the list of games on cycles containing a vertex of hatness 2, where
the sages win.
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Theorem 5.1. Let graph G be cycle Cn, and h be the hat function such that 2 6 h(v) 6 4 for all
vertices v. Let A ∈ V (G), h(A) = 2. Then game HG = 〈G, h〉 is winning in each of the following
cases.
1. n = 3.
2. There is one more vertex, besides A, with hatness 2.
3. Both neighbors of vertex A have hatness 3.
4. One neighbor of vertex A and the vertex following it have hatness 3.
Proof. If h1(v) 6 h2(v) for every vertex v ∈ V (G), then winning of 〈G, h2〉 entails winning of 〈G, h1〉,
or, what is the same, losing of 〈G, h1〉 entails losing of 〈G, h2〉. It’s obvious because the winning
strategy for 〈G, h2〉 can be used as winning strategy for 〈G, h1〉, in which instead of “non-existing”
colors the sages will say any of “existing”. So to prove the theorem it’s sufficient to check winning in
cases, when hat function is “maximal” (in a sense of definition in subsection 3.1.1).
For each statement of the theorem we write below the maximal hat functions and prove, why the
sages win. Recall that notation hA2B24 represents the hat function, which values are equal to 4 in all
the vertices except A and B, where h(A) = 2, h(B) = 2.
1. C3 with hatnesses 2, 4, 4. The sages win by corollary 3.3.1.
2. Game 〈Cn, hA2B24 〉 is winning, because it contains the path with hatnesses 2, 4, . . . , 4, 2, where
the sages win by corollary 3.1.2.
3. Game 〈Cn, hA2B3C34 〉, where B and C are the neighbors of A is winning by corollary 3.4.1.
4. Game 〈Cn, hA2B3C34 〉, where A, B, C are three consequent vertices, is winning by corollary 3.8.1.
Conjecture 5.2. Let graph G be cycle Cn and let h be a hat function such that 2 6 h(v) 6 4 for
every vertex v. Let A ∈ V (G) be vertex such that h(A) = 2. Then game HG = 〈G, h〉 is winning
only in the cases listed in theorem 5.1.
To prove the conjecture it is sufficient to prove that two following games are losing.
1. 〈Cn, hA2B4C43 〉 (n > 4), where sages B and C are the neighbors of sage A. Losing of this game
for n = 4 is proved in theorem 4.2, Lose1) in the language of game “Check by rook”. For n 6 7
losing was checked on computer using method of reduction to SAT [7]. It allows us to assume
that for n > 8 the game is losing, too, but we have no proof of this fact.
2. 〈Gn, hA2B4C3D43 〉 (n > 4), where sages B and C are the neighbors of sage A, and sage D 6= A is
the second neighbor of sage C. Losing of this game for n = 4 is proved in theorem 4.2, Lose3).
For n 6 7 losing was checked using computer. It allows us to assume that for n > 8 the game
is losing, but we still have no proof of this fact too.
6 Conclusion
In our article we certainly prove that variation of “Hats” game under consideration is a real gem
of combinatorics. Firework of ideas appearing in different approaches to the game fascinates and
awakens the imagination. In the same time computational complexity of the game prevents the
setting up nasty hypotheses and effectively protects the game against the complete research.
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